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Help Us Reach Lost Alumni

Please take a minute to glance through the following list of alumni for whom we have no current business or home address. If you have any information regarding someone's whereabouts – or if you know of any deaths – we would greatly appreciate your giving us a call at (716) 636-2054. Or write to: Lost Alumni, Alumni Office, University at Buffalo Law School, John Lord O'Brian Hall, Amherst, NY 14260. Thanks!
Our Centennial Alumni Directory is now in the works. A valuable personal and professional reference volume, it will help you locate former classmates and provide you with hours of fascinating reading. Publication is slated for June, 1988.

Beginning Jan. 7, 1988, the Harris Publishing Company will telephone UB Law alumni to verify information that will be printed. At the same time, telephone representatives will be inviting alumni to place their directory order. Only enough directories to fill these prepublication orders will be printed, and circulation will be restricted to alumni.

The telephone call is a follow-up to the two questionnaire mailings sent to all alumni with verified addresses. If you have not received your questionnaire, please let us know immediately.

Since the cost of the directory is self-liquidating through directory sales, these requests are made on the part of the Harris Company with full authorization of UB Law School. The entire project will be undertaken at virtually no cost to the school, and as a byproduct, Harris provides us with completely updated alumni records.

The directory will list alumni alphabetically, with each entry to include name, class, and business or professional information, including title, firm name and address and telephone. Two complete indexes will follow the alphabetical listings. One will be arranged geographically and will include primary areas of practice codes. The other will list alumni by class year.